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Abst ract - -A  kind of stable adaptive fuzzy control of a nonlinear system is implemented based on 
the variable universe method proposed first in [1]. First of all, the basic structure of variable universe 
adaptive fuzzy controllers i briefly introduced. Then the contraction-expansion factor which is a key 
tool of the variable universe method is defined by means of the integral regulation idea, and then 
a kind of adaptive fuzzy controller is designed by using such a contraction-expansion factor. The 
simulation on the first-order nonlinear system is done, and as a result, its simulation effect is quite 
good in comparison with the corresponding result in [2,3]. Second, it is proved that the variable 
universe adaptive fuzzy control is asymptotically stable by use of Liapunov theory. The simulation 
on a second-order nonlinear system shows that its simulation effect is also quite good in comparison 
with the corresponding result in [2]. Besides, a useful tool, called symbolic factor, is proposed, which 
may be of universal significance. It can greatly reduce the setting time and enhance the robustness 
of the system. (~) 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Non l inear  systems, Variable universe adaptive fuzzy control, Contraction-expansion 
factor, Symbolic factor, Interpolation mechanism of fuzzy control. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The idea of variable universe adaptive fuzzy control was first proposed in [1,4], and then several 
types of variable universe adaptive fuzzy controllers were discussed in detail in [5], which should 
be regarded as laying a theoretic foundation for the applications of variable universe adaptive 
fuzzy controllers. Clearly it is an interesting problem whether variable universe adaptive fuzzy 
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controllers can effectively deal with the control of nonlinear systems. This paper focuses on 
the problem. The simulation results on solving the problem show that variable universe adap- 
tive fuzzy controllers are very effective in comparison with the results of dealing with the same 
nonlinear system in [2]. 
2. BASIC  STRUCTURE OF VARIABLE  
UNIVERSE ADAPT IVE  FUZZY CONTROLLERS 
The basic structure of variable universe adaptive fuzzy controllers i briefly introduced in this 
section. The readers who want to know more about it can refer to [5]. 
Let Xi = [-E~,Ei] (i = 1,2, . . . ,n)  be the universe of input variable xi (i = 1,2,. . .  ,n) and 
Y = [-U, U] be the universe of output variable y. ,4~ = {A~j}(l_<j<_m) is defined as a fuzzy 
partition on Xi (see [1]) (i - 1 ,2, . . . ,n)  and B = {Bj}(l_<j_<m) a fuzzy partition on Y, where 
A~j E ~(Xi) (i = 1,2, . . . ,n ,  j = 1,2, . . . ,m)  and Bj E bY(Y) (j = 1,2, . . . ,m) .  ~4~ and B are 
regarded as linguistic variables o that a group of fuzzy inference rules is formed as follows: 
ifxl isAuandx2isA2jand ... andxnisAnjthenyisBj,  j= l ,2 , . . . ,m.  (1) 
Let xij be the peakpoint of A~j (see [1,2,4-6]) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m), and yj be the 
peakpoint of Bj (j = 1, 2, . . . ,  m). By using the results in [6], the fuzzy logic system (i.e., a fuzzy 
controller) based on equation (1) can be represented asan n-ary piecewise interpolation function 
F(z l ,  z2 . . . .  , x~) 
m n 
y(xl, x2,..., Xn) = f(xl,  x2,..., Xn) ~ E H l~A,j (xi)yj. (2) 
j= l  i=1 
A so-called variable universe means that some universes, for example Xi and Y, can, respec- 
tively, change along with changing of variables x~ and y, denoted by 
X~(xi) = [-a~(xi)Ei, ai(x~)Ei] (3) 
and 
Y(y) = [-Z(y)u, (4) 
where ai(xi) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) and B(y) are, respectively, called contraction-expansion factors of 
the universes X~ and Y [5]. Being relative to variable universes, the original universes Xi and Y 
are naturally called initial universes. The situation for variable universes changing is shown in 
Figure 1. 
NB N~I NS gel1 PS PM PB 
-E  0 E 
(a) The initial universe and its fuzzy partition. 
Contracting 
univeme -a (z )E  0 a(z)E Expandingunivel~e 
(b) Contracting/expanding u iverse. 
Figure 1. 
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(c) Cont ract ing /expand ing  universe. 
Figure 1. (cont.) 
Generally speaking, a function c~ : X ~ [0, 1], x * ~ ~(x) is called a contraction-expansion 
factor on X = I -E ,  E] if it satisfies the following axioms [5]: 
(1) duality: Vx E X, a(x) = a( -x ) ;  
(2) near zero: a(0) = ¢ > 0 (e is a very small real constant); 
(3) monotonicity: a is strictly monotonically increasing on [0, El; 
(4) compatibility: Vx E X, Ixl <_ a(x)E. 
Moreover, from the compatibility above, it is easy to know that contraction-expansion factors 
also satisfy the following condition: 
(5) normality: a(+E)= 1. 
We suggest he following two practical contraction-expansion factors: 
a(x)=e+ , e>0,  r>0;  (5) 
(~(x)= l -aexp( -kx2) ,  a>0,  k>0,  (6) 
where e is a very small constant, for instance, taken as ~ = 0.01; a is also a constant but near 
to 1, for example, taken as a = 0.99. Besides, we suggest hat T be selected as 0.9-2, and k can 
be valued from 0.5-1. 
NOTE 1. It is easy to verify that equation (5) holds above axioms, and equation (6) approximately 
suits these axioms, but it is a very useful formula. It is noticeable that r = 1 is a special case of 
equation (5) which makes a common fuzzy logic system be a two-valued system, or speaking from 
control meaning, equation (5) would degenerate to a well-known bang-bang control. Of course, 
we should avoid this special case generally speaking. However, from latter equations (7)-(9), we 
can learn that T = 1 cannot make a variable universe fuzzy controller be a bang-bang control, 
but only means that it changes depending mainly on fl(t). 
By means of the conclusions in [4,5], a variable universe adaptive fuzzy controller based on 
equation (1) can be represented as an n-ary piecewise dynamic interpolation function as follows: 
m n 
y(x(t + 1)) = fl(y(x_.(t))) E H Aij [ x~(t) j=l ~=~ ~,~(x~(t))]  yj' (7) 
where _.x(t) _a (zl(t), z2(t) , . . . ,  zn(t)) T. 
NOTE 2. It is easy to understand that equation (7) is actually an iterative equation. Clearly, 
how to determine a contraction-expansion factor fl(y) is an interesting and important problem. 
Now we denote 
Z(t) ~ Z(y(~_(t))). (8) 
If fl(t) is regarded as a general function of t, i.e., it no longer needs to depend on y(x(t)), then 
equation (7) can be simplified as follows: 
mo ) 
y(x_(t + 1)) = fl(t) E H Aij [ xi(t) \ ~  yj. (9) 
j= l  i=1 
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Especially in order to be more simple, we put ~(t) = 1. So equation (11) degenerates to be 
y(x_(t + 1)) = ~-~ I I  Aij \ ai(xi(t) )] yj" 
j= l  i----1 
(10) 
NOTE 3. For the sake of convenience, we write 
w(x(t)) = ~ 1-I A,j \ai(xi(t)) ] yj" 
j= l  i :1  
(11) 
Furthermore, noticing that the output universe Y = [-U, U] = U[-1, 1], if the fuzzy sets Bj are 
defined on the symmetrical interval [-1, 1] (so {yj} C [-1,1]), then equation (11) can be written 
as the following to be more convenient for it to be designed: 
j=1i=1 ~k OLi (Xi (t)) "] y j '  
(12) 
where U may also regarded as a design parameter, which determines the control value range of 
the system. Thereupon, based on equation (12), we want to make f~(t) have some adaptive rules 
so that the error vector of the control system _e(t) converges to zero, i.e., l imt-,~ H_e(t)II = 0, where 
e_(t) = (e(t),~(t),..., e(n-1)) T. Besides, under the significance of equation (12), equations (7), 
(9), and (10) are, respectively, represented asfollows: 
y(_.z(t + i)) = Z(y(z_(t)))o4~(t)), (i3) 
y(x(t  + i)) = Z(t)~,(~(t)), (i4) 
y(x_(t + 1)) = w(x_(t)). (15) 
3. VARIABLE  UNIVERSE STABLE ADAPT IVE  FUZZY 
CONTROL OF A K IND OF NONL INEAR SYSTEM 
The papers [2,6] discuss the control problem of the following nth-order nonlinear system: 




where f is an unknown nonlinear continuous function and b an unknown constant, for them to 
hold the condition: If(E)l -< fo(_x) and 0 < bi < b < b2, in which fo is a known continuous 
function, and bl and b2 are all known constants. 
Let x_ = (xl,x2 . . . . .  xn) T ~ (x,~,.. . ,  x(n-1)) T be the state variable and r(t) be a reference in- 
put of the system. Put e(t) ~- r(t) -y(t)  and write _e = (el, e2,. . . ,  en) T & (e, ~,. . . ,  e(n-t)) T. Our 
main aim is to use variable universe adaptive fuzzy controllers to make the output of the plant of 
the system, y(t), able to asymptotically track the reference input r(t), that is, l imt-.~ II_e(t)[[ = 0. 
3.1. The Design of Variable Universe Stable Adaptive Fuzzy 
Controllers Based on Integral Regulation Idea 
Here we make use of the variable universe stable adaptive fuzzy controller shown as equa- 
tion (14) to deal with the nonlinear system (16),(17), where the controller is denoted by uc(t), 
that is, 
uc(t) ~ ~(t)w(e(t)), (iS) 
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where 
0a(e(t)) = U ~ H Ai~ \ a~(e~(t) ) ] y¢" (19) 
5=1"= 
Clearly, the adaptive law of the controller is materialised by means of the contraction-expansion 
factors ai(ei(t)) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,n )  and j3(t). However, these ai(ei(t)) have had fixed regulation 
laws as equations (5) or (6), for example, taken as follows: 
ai(ei(t)) = 1 - 0.99 exp (-aie2i(t)), (20) 
where ai > 0 are design parameters; hence, B(t) may become a main information exchange 
interface between the controller and the system. Selecting/~(t) felicitously can reach an optimal 
adaptive law. 
The control aim as limt--.oo He(t)JJ = 0 leads us to consider the relation between iS(t) and _e(t). 
A natural principle is that the rate of change of/~(t), ~(t), should be directly proportional to _e(t). 
Because _e(t) is a vector, we can find a constant vector Pn = (pl,P2,. . .  ,Pn) T to act on _e(t) so 
that it becomes calar quantity e*(t) a__ _eq-(t)p~; therefore, the relation between ~(t) and e(t) is 
represented as follows: 
n 
~(t) = Kie*(t) = Kie_X (t)Pn = KI EP ie i ( t ) ,  (21) 
Then /~(t) is 
if e is Nb then u is NB, 
if e is Nm then u is NM, 
if e is Ns then u is NS, 
if e is Ps then u is PS, 
if e is Pm then u is PM, 
if e is Pb then u is PB, 
i=1 
where K1 is a proportional constant, for it is regarded as a design parameter. 
integrated on [0, t] and we have 
/0' /0' ~(t) = K I  e* (r) dr + ~(0) = K1 e x (T)P~ dr + ~(0) (22) 
° fo' = KI Ep i  e~(T) dT + 3(O), i=l 
where the initial value ~(0) is viewed as a design parameter that should be determined epending 
on a practical situation, generally speaking. But commonly we may try to take 13(0) = 1. So, the 
controller as equation (18) can be designed as the following practical form: 
uc(t)= K,  eT(T)Pndr+Z(O) Uz_~Ai j (  ei(t) j=1~=1 \aden(t))]  y~" (23) 
EXAMVLE 1. Now we verify the effect of controller (23) by using simulation. Consider the plant 
used in [2,3], 
1 - e -x(t) 
2(t) -- 1 + e -x(t) + u(t), (24) 
y(t) = z(t). (25) 
Clearly it is a first-order unstable nonlinear system. The control task is to make that the output 
of the system, y(t), can rapidly track a given reference input r(t) with as high as possible precision 
for an arbitrarily given initial value x(0). 
Let E = 2, i.e., the universe of e(t) is [ -E ,  E] = [-2, 2], and the universe of control vari- 
able u(t) = uc(t) be U[-1,  1]. The fuzzy control rules are defined as six pieces: 
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where the linguistic values of the inference antecedents Nb, Nm, . . . ,  Pb are all fuzzy sets 
on I -E ,  El, in which their membership functions can be taken as "triangle waves" (see Figure 2) 
1, e < -2 ,  
Nb(e) = e + 0.8 
-1.--'--2-' -2  < e < -0.8, 
0, otherwise; 
e+2 
1.2 ' -2  < e < -0.8, 
Nm(e)  = e + 0.3 
-0.----~' -0 .8 < e < -0.3, 
0, otherwise; 
e +0.8  -0.8 < e < -0.3, 
0.5 ' 
Ns(e)  = e 
-0 .3 '  -0.3 < e < 0, 
0, otherwise; 
0.-'3' 0 < e < 0.3, 
Ps(e) = e - 0.8 0.3 < e < 0.8, 
-0.5 ' 
0, otherwise; 
e -0 .3  
0.5 ' 0 .3<e<0.8 ,  
Pro(e) = e-  2 0.8 < e < 2, 
-1 .2 '  
0, otherwise; 
1, e>2,  
Pb(e) = e - 0.8 0.8 < e < 2, 
1.2 ' 
0, otherwise. 
By noticing equation (23), we can learn that only the peak points yj (see [1,4-6]) of the fuzzy 
sets of the inference consequents NB,  NM, . . . ,  PB  appear, but do nothing with their shapes [7]; 
and these values of the peakpoints are taken in [-1, 1] such as Yl = -1 ,  Y2 -- -0.4, Y3 -- -0.1, 
ya=0.1, y5 =0.4, y6=1. In this example, Pn is a scalar quantity, taken as 2, i.e., Pnln=l --P1 = 2. 
Put KI  = 2 and U = 7. The contraction-expansion factor ~(e(t)) is defined as equation (20), 








Nb ; i /~  Pb 
V 
-2 -1 0 1 2 
Figure 2. The fuzzy partition of the error universe [-2, 2]. 
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Then the controller as (23) can be written in a practical form as the following: 
(/0 ' ) uc(t) = 7 4 e(r )  dT -1-/3(0) [ -Nb(e( t ) )  - 0 .4Ym(e( t ) )  
- O.1Ns(e(t))  + O.1Ps(e(t))  + 0 .4Pm(e( t ) )  + Pb(e(t))]. 
(26) 
Put  c~(0) = 1 and/3(0) = 1. 
CASE 1. Let r(t)  = O. Here the simulation result is shown in Figure 3. Let the simulation t ime 
interval be [0, T], where T is temporari ly taken as T = 20 to compare with the simulation result 
in [2,3], i.e., for T being same as that T in [2,3]. 
From Figure 3 we can learn that under the action of controller (26), the dynamic response of 
the system is quite good, such as the delay time, rise time, and setting time being very short, and 
the overshoot is quite small and there is almost no error, looking especially good in comparison 
to the corresponding simulation result in [2,3]. In order to see it more clearly, we use T = 0.1 
to make a simulation again for the plant where the simulation result is shown in Figure 4. From 
Figure 4, we can know that the setting time only needs about 0.03 seconds. 
1.2 ! 
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [ " s imu la t ion  curve  I-.- 
! 
0.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
' i 
0.4  . . . .  RM~mnc~ Input : . t ( t )v ,O . . i  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
x(0)" l ,  T"20 ' i 
0.2i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
01 , 
-0.2 
0 5 10 15 20 
Figure 3. The simulation curve for r(t) ---- 0. 
1.2 








J ............. ........... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........... i .................. 
0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 
Figure 4. The simulation curve for r(t) = O. 
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1.5 ~ 
Refere,..~ input, ~(t)=sln(t) 
1 
. . . . . .  . . . . .  
-0.5 
-1 
-1.5 ' i J 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
Figure 5. The simulation curve for r(t) = sin(t). 
1.51 : = ! 
| ix(O) t, "r,.o.= 
0 . 5 ~  ................................................ 
o . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
'7 
-0.5 ....... ; . : . ; .~-.-~.~.i.----- '~--.-. . . . . .-~--..~ ....
:,: \ / 
- I  ~ ............. ~ .................... 
-~.5 i i 
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 
Figure 6. The simulation curve for r(t) = sin(10nt). 
CASE 2. Let r ( t )  = sin(t), x(0) = 1, and T = 10. Here the simulation result is shown as 
Figure 5. Clearly the effect is also quite good. As to the error, the simulation curve is almost in 
superposition with the reference input curve sin(t). 
Now let r ( t )  = sin(107rt), x(0) = 1, 8(0) -- 2, U be also 7, and T = 0.2. Here, the simulation 
effect is very good too (see Figure 6). 
3.2. Var iab le  Un iverse  Stab le  Adapt ive  ~hzzy  Cont ro l le rs  
with Weighted Integral Regulation 
Let us reconsider equation (22) about the contraction-expansion factor 8(t). Clearly it is 
essentially the integral of e*(t) with variable upper limit. For any t > 0, if w(e( t ) )  is regarded 
as the weight of e*(t) at the time t, then equation (21) can be rewritten in a weighted form as 
follows: 
~(t)  = g lw(e_(t ) )e*( t )  = glw(e_(t))e_ T (t)P,~ 
n 
= g l  Zp iw(e( t ) )e~( t ) .  (27) 
i= l  
Making integral for above ~(t) on [0, t], we have 
I' :0' /)(t) = g~ ~o(_~(~-))e*(~-) a  + 8(0) = g~ ~(_~(~-))e_-r(~-)P. aT + 8(o) 
(2a) 
= g~ ~ p~ ~o(_~(,-))e~(r) e,-+ 8(0). 
i= l  
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Hence, controller (23) is accordingly turned as follows: 
u~(t ,= (K ,  fo w(r)eT(r)P~dr + ~(0,)  ~=l~=xA,, \~]y , .  (29) 
EXAMPLE 2. We still consider the plant as (24),(25) in Example 1, where the datum and basic 
assumptions are supposed keeping the same with ones in Example 1, but only controller (26) is 
changed as the following: 
uc(t) = 7 ( fotW(r)e(r) dr + /3(0) [-Nb(e(t) ) - O.4Nm(e(t) ) 
- O.1Ns(e(t)) + 0.1Ps(e(t)) + 0.4Pm(e(t)) + Pb(e(t))]. 
(30) 
However, the effect on this controller is almost he same as the effect of the controller unweighted 
(i.e., controller (26)). 
4. THEORETICAL  ANALYS IS  ON VARIABLE  UNIVERSE 
STABLE ADAPT IVE  FUZZY CONTROLLERS 
This section works over some theoretical problems. Because our aim is l imt-.~ II_e(t)II = 0, we 
choose a Hurwitz polynomial 
h(s) = s n + klS n-1 W " " T kn- lS T kn; (31)  
that is, all roots of the polynomial are in the left-half s-plane. Thereafter, we make an error 
equation 
e (n) + kle (n-l) + ' "  + kn-l~ + kne = O. (32) 
Clearly, if e(t) is a solution to equation (32), then we have limt-~oo e(t) = 0; i.e., tracking error e(t) 
is asymptotically stable. 
If we write k & (kn, k , -x , . . . ,  kl) T, equation (32) can be expressed as 
e (n) = --kTe. (33) 
From equations (16) and (33) and taking notice of e (n) = r (n) - x (~), we have 
1 (_f(x)+,.(.) kTe) U=~ - I - _  _ • (34) 
To substitute quation (34) into equation (16), we get equation (33). So equation (34) can be 
regarded as an ideal control and denoted by u*, that is, 
u" 1 kT ) =~ + . (35) 
We use the controller as equation (14), but in order to ensure the stability of the system, we 
should add a compensator us(t). Hence, the control tactic is chosen as follows: 
u(t) = + = + u,(t) .  (36) 
As long as we correctly choose us(t) and design/~(t), u(t) can asymptotically approximate the 
ideal controller u*(t). Substituting u(t) into equation (16), we have 
x (n) = f(x_.) + b(ue(t) + us(t)). (37) 
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From equations (35) and (37), we get an error equation 
e ('~) = -kTe  +b(u* - Uc-  us). 
If we put 
[i 1 ° ° °] [i] 0 1 0 .-. 0 A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , B= , 
0 0 0 ... 1 | 
- kn  -k~- i  . . . . . . . . . .  k l J  
equation (38) can be written in an equivalent form as follows: 
~_= Ae+ B(u* -u~-u~) .  
(38) 
(39) 
THEOREM 1. Correctly choosing us ( t ) can make equation (39) become a globally asymptotically 
stable system. 
PROOF. Clearly A is a stable matrix. Based on the Liapunov equation, for an arbitrarily given 
positive definite matrix Q, there exists a symmetrically positive definite matrix P such that 
AT p + PA  = -Q.  (40) 
Make an energy function V(_e) = (1/2)_eTp_e. By using equations (38) and (39), its derivative 
on t is 
1 
?(e_) = -2  e-T Qe- + e-'T pB  (u* - uc - us) 
= __1 e_TQe_ + eTpn b (u* -- uc -- us) 
2 
where Pn = (Pl,P2,... ,Pn) T is the n th row of the matrix P. Now we take 
0, _kT~ +b2[ucl)<~e Q_e, (41) 
us(t) = sgn (e__TPn) -~1 
and then from it and noticing equation (35) we have 
1 T V(e) < -Se  Qe + leT P~lb(lu*l + iucl) -eT  p~u8 
1 T r(n) k_Te Q +I _TP I(fo+ + 
When equation (41) holds, I?(_e) < 0; when equation (41) does not hold, l~'(_e) < -(1/2)e__TQe < 0, 
and only when Ilell = o, l>(_e) -- o. Therefore, system (39) is an asymptotically stable system 
and V(e) is a Liapunov function. 
Now we prove that it is globally asymptotically stable. In fact, for the quadratic form V(_e) = 
(1/2)_eTpe_, there exists an orthogonal transformation _e -- Sd such that V(_e) is turned into the 
standard form 
1 
V(_e) = ~ (Ald~ + A2d 2 +. . .  + AndS), 
where 0 < Ai (i = 1,2 . . . . .  n) are the eigenvalues of the matrix P, and d = (d l ,d2, . . . ,dn)  T. 
Therefore, 
V(_e) ~_ )~min(P) (d~ +d 2 + ' "  +d2n) = ~ Amin(P)lldll 2
---- 2 Amin(P)]l-el[2 --"* OO, when II- ll - ~  ~,  
where Amin(P) is the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix P, which means that the system is globally 
asymptotically stable. 1 
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COROLLARY.  Under the act/on of the compensator u,(t), the error vector of the system is 
bounded, i.e., 3 Eo > 0 such that [[_e[[ <_ Eo. Moreover, if the reference input r(t) is bounded, 
then the state variable x_. is also bounded. 
PROOF. Since V(_e) _> 0 and P'(_e) _< O, 3Vo > 0 such that Vt, V(e) _< Vo. Take note of 
Ilell2Ami.(P) < _eTp_e = V(_e) < V0, 
where Amln(P) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix P. Because Amin(P) > 0, 
II_ell < Amin(e)" 
Put E0 = %/2Vo/Amin(P) and we get the first conclusion. 
Now let r(t) be bounded. Then 3Mr  > 0 such that Vt, [[r[[ < Mr, where 
r__(t) = (r ( t ) ,÷(t ) , . . . , r (n-1)( t ) )  
T.  
By noticing e = r -x ,  clearly I[x[[ < [Ir[[ +[[e[[ _< Mr +E0.  If we take Mx = Mr +Eo,  
then [[x_[[ _< Mz. | 
We turn to discuss what form the contraction-expansion factor/~(t) should have. For clarity, 
write 
uc(_e,/~) & uc(t) = 19(t)w(e_). (43) 
By observing equation (36), it is easy to learn that, in u = uc + us, us plays the action of "rough 
regulation" and ue does the role of "fine regulation". From the corollary, under the action of us, 
e is bounded; so ue should be bounded. Taking note of 0 < e < [w(_e)[ < 1 (e is a constant), we 
know that/~(t) is bounded, where the bound is denoted by M~, i.e., [f~(t)[ < MZ. Now let 
~* ~ argmc. {lluc(e,~)- u*lloo I1~1---M~}, (44) 
where arg represents hat, within the range of f~, choosing an optimal B with minlluc(e, ~)-u*l[o~. 
Making a residual error function 
6(t) ~ ue (_~, ~*) - u*(t), (45) 
the error equation (39) can be rewritten as follows: 
e" = A e+ B [uc (e,~*) - u~(e,~)] - Bus(t) - B6(t) 
= Ae + B11(t)w(e_) - Bus(t) - BS(t), (46) 
where we put 11(t) =/~* - f~(t). Thereafter, we construct an energy function 
V(t) ~ e-T pe- + "~I  11 (t), (47) 
where KI  is a constant. By noticing equations (40) and (47), the derivative of V(t) is done as 
1 T b V = --~ e_ Qe + e_Tp, b[11(t)w(e_) - us - 6(t)] + ~ 11(t)O(t) 
(48) 
1 T b 
= -2  e Qe + ~ 11(t) [K, eTp ,  w(e_) +//(t)] - _eTp~bus - eTpnbS(t). 
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From the definition of us, we know that eTP~bu8 >_ O. 
as 5(t) is so small that 
1 e_TQe_ eTP~bS(t ) < 0, 
2 -- - -  
equation (48) should have the following case: 
b 
<- -~I ~(t) [KIe_-l-Pnw(e_) +//(t)] . 
Taking notice of//(t) -- -~( t ) ,  we have reason to choose that 
Because 5(t) is residual error, as long 
(49) 
(50) 
~(t) = Kie_T Pnw(e) -~- KIe*(t)w(e_). (51)  
It is substituted into equation (50) and we have V <_ 0, which means that the system as equa- 
tion (46) is stable and V is a Liapunov function. Noticing that equation (51) is just equation (27), 
after equation (51) is integrated, equation (28) becomes 
/0 /0 ~(t) -~ KI  l.d(e(T))e_T(T)en dT + ~(0) = KI a2(e(T))e*(T) dv + ~(0). 
NOTE 4. For 0 < Iw(e)t < 1, the extent of change of w(_e) is not big. So in some situations, we 
may view that w(e) ~ 1; hence, ~(t) has an approximate quation 
~(t) .~ KIeT Pn = g~e*(t), (52) 
which is just equation (21) (here we ignore the difference between "~" and "="). To integrate 
equation (52), equation (22) can be reobtained as (here we also ignore the difference between 
"~" and "=") 
/0 /0 ~(t) = Kr e-r(r)Pn dT + ~(0) = KI e*(T) dT+ ~(0). 
In order to enlarge the use range and ensure ~(t) is bounded under weaker conditions, we 
consider econstructing equation (51) or (52), where the key way of the reconstructing is that ~(t) 
is regarded as a piecewise function. Clearly an important problem of designing this piecewise 
function is how to set up the decision conditions of the piecewise function. Therefore, we make 
an energy function 
V(~(t)) ~ 1 = ~ ~2(t). (53) 
Clearly, ~(t) is bounded iff V(~(t)) is bounded. By noticing 
?(e(t) ) = e3 = K~e*~(_~)Z, (54) 
Kle*w(e_)fl G 0 is just the condition that we want; so we can take 
gle*w(e_), Ifll < M~ or (lfll = M~ and e*w(e_)fl < 0), 
~(t) = 0, ]fll -> M~ and e*w(e_)fl > O. 
(55) 
It is easy to see that equation (55) ensures that Ifl] -< M~. 
At last, we prove that, under some conditions, H_e(t)H --~ 0 (t --* ~) ,  which is the following 
conclusion. 
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THEOREM 2. 
i.e., fo  62(t) dt < co, then limt--.oo ]]_e(t)]] = 0. 
PROOF. Consider equation (48) 
1 b 
? = -~eTQe_ - e*bu, - e*b5 + ~ ,(t)  (gle*w(e_) + i7). 
CASE 1. If 1/31 --> MZ and e*w(e)/~ > 0, then/~(t) = 0; it is easy to verify that 
b 
y(t) (g le* w(e_) + ~) <_ O, 
zx t 





< -~e Qe - e'bus - e*bh. (57) 
If tfl[ < M~ or (lfll = M~ and e*w(e_)fl < 0), then/~(t) = Kze*w(e). Hence, 
1 T ff  = --~ e Qe_- e'bus - e*bh. (58) 
By the above two cases, equation (57) always holds. From the structure of us, we know that 
e'bus > 0. So equation (57) can be rewritten as follows: 
ff  < --~e_ Qe_-e*b5 < - Amin(Q)LeH 2 -e*b5 
1 2 1 1 1 iPnbSi 2 = ) m n(q)ll_ell - (ll_ell 2 + 2e_Tp.b5 4-IP,-,b&l 2) + I1 11 = + 
1 1 ip,,b,~12, _< ( ) ,= . , (Q)  - 1)II_ell 2 + 
where )~min(Q) is the smallest eigenvalue ofthe positive definite matrix Q. Because Q is arbitrary, 
we can choose an adequate Q such that Amin(Q) > 1. After integrating two sides of the above 
equation, we have 
~o +°° 2 II-e(T)ll2dr ~ Amin(Q) - 1 ([V(+co)l + [V(0)I) 
1 2 2 f+oo 
-t Amin(Q)- 1 IPnl b Jo (~2(~')d~'" 
(59) 
As _e and fl are all bounded, from equation (47) we know that V(t) is bounded. So [V(+co)[ + 
[V(0)[ < +co. By using the condition f :c¢ 52(r )dr < +co, we get that _e E L2, and, from 
equation (46), we get that _~ E L~, and then _~ E L2. By means of Barbalat's theorem [7], it is 
true that lim~--.oo He_(t)[[ = 0. | 
5. S IMULAT ION EXPERIMENTS 
OF  SECOND-ORDER SYSTEMS 
We consider the second-order system applied in [2], i.e., Duffing forced oscillation system 
Xl ~ X2, 
x2 = -0.1x2 - x 3 + 12cost + u(t). 
The universe of e(t) is taken as [-2, 2], and the corresponding fuzzy partition is that At = NB,  
A2 = NM,  As = NS,  A4 = ZO, A5 = PS ,  A6 = PM,  and A7 = PB;  the universe of ~(t) is 
[-8, 8] and its fuzzy partition is that B1 = NB,  B2 = NM,  . . . ,  B7 = PB .  Here, the membership 
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NB NM NS ZO PS  PM PB 
-3  -3  -3  -3  -2  0 0 
-3  -3  -3  -3  -2  0 0 
-2  -2  -2  -2  0 1 1 
-2  -2  -1  0 1 2 2 
-1  -1  0 2 2 2 2 
0 0 2 3 3 3 3 
0 0 2 3 3 3 3 
functions are all taken "triangle membership functions". The control decision scheme is given in 
Table 1. 
Tak ingk= (1,2)T andQ= [ l : °0 ] , f romtheL iapunovequat ionwecangetP= [1:~ ]. 
So P2 = (5,5) T. Then we take that bl = 0.5, b2 = 1.5, B = (0,1) T, and M~ = 30. The 
contraction-expansion factors a l (e )  and a2(e,  ~) are, respectively, defined as 
O~l(e ) : 1 -- 0.97exp (--e2) , 
and 
~2(~, ~) = 1 - 0 .97exp  ( -0 .2~ ~ - 0 .S~) .  
Let r i j  = ]-tAi (e)~tBj (C). Then, w(t )  is calculated as the following: 
w(t )  =U[ -3 ( r l l+r12+r13+r14+r21+r22+r23+r24) -2 ( r15q- r25+r31 
+r32+ra3+r34+r41+r42)  - ( r43+r51+r52)+(r36+r37+r45)  
+2( r46+r47+r54+r55+r56+r57+r63+r73)+3( r64+r65+r66+r67 
+r74+r75+r76+r77)]. 
In order to shorten the setting time of the system, we first introduce a tool called symbolic 
factor denoted by I* 
J ' - l ,  (x °>0andx  °>0)  or (x °>0andx  °>0) ,  
I* (60) I, 1, otherwise, 
where x(0) -- x ° = (x°, x__ °) is the initial value of the state. Then we take w*(t )  = I *w( t ) .  Hence, 
the control function uc(t)  is that 
uc(t)  = l~(t)w*(t) ,  (61) 
where we put that f~(O) = 1, KI  = 4, and U = 2. Moreover, put 
I0(x) = 12 + Ixll 3. 
Notice that the control function u(t )  with the compensator us should be as follows: 
u(t) = Z(t)~*(t) + us. 
Clearly, the following initial values almost cover all possible cases in a bounded phase plane: 
x(0) -~ (2, 2) T , (0, 2) T , ( -2 ,  2) T , (2, -2 )  T , (0, 2) T , ( -2 ,  -2 )  T, (2, 0) T, (0, 0) T , and ( -2 ,  0) T. For 
these initial values, we do a lot of simulation experiments and the effect of the simulations is 
quite good, especiaUycompared to the corresponding results in [2]. For example, the setting time 
3 
in [2] is about t/= 60, but here is about t/= 0.5, and there is almost no overshot and the stable 
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Figure 8. Simulation curve of Duffing equation for -~ = cos(t). 
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Figure 9. Phase plane curve of simulation of Duffing equation. 
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NOTE 5. The method mentioned above is of quite universal significance. Under the same pa- 
rameters, we do some simulation experiments on the well-known Van der Pol equation 
51 = X2, 
= x2  (I - X l  - x ,  + u( t ) ,  
where the results are almost he same as the results in the Duffing equation. We also do a lot of 
simulation experiments on many second-order nonlinear equations, and the simulation results are 
almost the same. Especially, we randomly make up a very complicated second-order nonlinear 
equation 
Xl ---- X2, 
52 = 3x22 sin t - 1 x2 cos t sin 9 t - xi sin(1007rt) 1 - exp( -x l )  
1 -~ exp(-x l )  
Xl 2 1 - exp(-x2) + u(t), 
1 T exp(-x2) 
where its simulation effect on it is also very good. 
NOTE 6. The symbolic factor I* (see equation (60)) is very important, which can greatly shorten 
the setting time of the system. The experiments show that I* has nothing to do with the choosing 
plants, which means that I* is a kind of universal compensation on the regulation mechanism. 
NOTE 7. In applications, in order to enhance system response speed, we may add a contraction- 
expansion factor on the control function u(t) (the control function with the contraction-expansion 
factor is also denoted by u(t)), 
u(t) = (~(t)w*(t) + us) (1 - 0.9exp (-0.5e 2 - 0.5~2)). 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the conclusions about variable universe adaptive fuzzy controllers in [1,4,5], we discuss 
the problem on stable adaptive fuzzy control of a nonlinear system as equations (16),(17). Main 
results and characteristics are as follows. 
(1) The contraction-expansion factor ~(t) acting on the inference consequents i  designed by 
using the integral regulation principle, and we form a kind of variable universe stable 
adaptive fuzzy controller. For a kind of nonlinear system, some simulation experiments 
are done, which shows that the simulation results are quite good, especially compared 
with the corresponding results in [2,3]. 
(2) We prove that the variable universe stable adaptive fuzzy control proposed by us is globally 
asymptotically stable adaptive control, and the contraction-expansion factor ~(t) with 
integral regulation principle is a felicitous form. 
(3) The symbolic factor as equation (60) is first proposed that can greatly shorten the setting 
time of the system. By doing a lot of simulations on second order, it is shown that the 
symbolic factor is of universal significance; i.e., it does not depend on the choosing of 
plants. Therefore, the variable universe stable adaptive fuzzy control with the symbolic 
factor is also a kind of globally asymptotically stable adaptive control, where its simulation 
effect is very good in comparison to the corresponding results in [2]. 
(4) By many simulation experiments, we learn that variable universe stable adaptive fuzzy 
control is a powerful tool to deal with nonlinear systems and is of some good characteristics 
such as short setting time, quite little overshot, very small stable error, strong robustness, 
and being globally asymptotically stable. 
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